


The last video I did on games for self-regulation proved to be my most popular so 

far…by a landslide! Gee…I wonder why. So, I’ve decided it’s time to offer you some 

more.

Those of us in early childhood education know the value of repetition for young 

children. They need to practice something over and over again – to the point where it 

may drive us adults a bit crazy – in order to begin the process of mastering it. And it’s 

no different for something like self-regulation. Just as we wouldn’t expect children with 

no practice with reading to suddenly master it in adolescence or adulthood, we can’t 

expect that children with no practice in self-regulation will suddenly be able to 

manage their actions and emotions just because they have larger bodies!



Blast Off is as simple an activity as you can find. The children squat low, pretending to 

be spaceships on their launching pads, and you then count backward – dramatically –

from 10 to 1. When you say, “Blast off!” the children launch themselves upward. 

Because the anticipation of the blast off is a big part of the fun, the children are more 

than happy to wait for it!

Repeat this one as long as the children stay interested! You could also then invite the 

children to move around the room or playground like weightless astronauts, giving 

them a reason to want to move slowly!

You might want to accompany this activity with Blast Off!, by Cody Sandahl. There’s 

also Blast Off! by Hunter Reid.



The little ones also enjoy a good game of Traffic Lights. To play this, you’ll need three 

large pieces of paper: one green, one yellow, and one red.

The classic Red Light, Green Light, by Margaret Wise Brown, would go well with this 

activity. Yumi Heo has also written a more recent book with that same title. For music, 

there’s always Joe Scruggs’ album,Traffic Jams.



Similar to Statues, but more challenging because it involves isolating and moving 

individual body parts, is Body-Part Boogie. 

Even if children can’t isolate a certain body part, they’ll still have fun trying!

“The Body Poem” is one of the tracks on Wiggle, Giggle & Shake by me and Richard 

Gardzina.



Anything that makes the children want to be still is great practice for regulating 

oneself. Shadow Tag involves “it” tagging players by stepping on their shadow. When 

a child is tagged, she’s frozen until another player steps on her shadow.



Balance requires a great deal of self-control, but doing an activity like Finding a 

Balance makes children realize that self-control can be fun!

●Challenge the children to balance by holding as still as possible on the following 

body parts while you count to five:

○hands and knees

○hands and feet

○knees and elbows

○feet and bottom

○hands and bottom

●When you think they’re ready, ask the children to balance on their bottom, knees, or 

toes only.



Finally, how ‘bout a modified version of Mother, May I?

In the traditional game, the person acting as “mother” gives direction to one player 

and then, depending upon her whim, decides whether to allow that player to follow. If 

she decides to allow it, the player must ask, “Mother, may I?” If he forgets, he must go 

back to the starting line. The first player to reach Mother wins. Not only can this 

version involve favoritism on Mother’s part; also, it involves a great deal of waiting for 

the rest of the children. The version here remedies all of that.

Lynn Plourde, Grace Maccarone, and Thurston P. Winklebottom III have all written 

books titled Mother, May I?

The best part of all these games, of course, is that the children have no idea they’re 

learning self-regulation! They think they’re just having fun playing, but they are most 

definitely learning – in the way children were meant to learn!



Bonus Activity!:

Sleeping Giants!

Children love this simple game.

Invite them to jump up and down until you call out, “Sleeping giants!” they then 

collapse to the floor and lie very still. When you call out, “Waking giants!” the children 

start jumping again.




